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European Particle Accelerator Conference report

For CERN's planned LHC proton collider,
seven 10 m prototypes dipole magnets have
been ordered from industry, and two have
already been delivered. Early tests with the
first prototype were very encouraging,
exceeding 9.5 T, comfortably above the 8.65T
design field.

A

curtain rose on the current world
accelerator stage at the end of
June when almost 750 delegates
gathered in London for the fourth
biennial European Particle Accelera
tor Conference (EPAC). As well as
reports from all major Laboratories
on their latest accelerator achieve
ments and future plans, a special
session featured invited contributions
on high intensity issues while a
seminar covered the increasing
transfer of technology between
Accelerator Laboratories and Indus
try.
High Energy Physics
The first invited talk of the confer
ence, by CERN Director General
Chris Llewellyn Smith, concerned the
future of high energy physics in
Europe. Naturally this focused on the
Large Hadron Collider project at
CERN, which will open up important
new physics frontiers for the 21st
century.
The LHC will collide two 7 TeV
proton beams and reach a luminosity
of 10 c m s . Handling such high
energy beams in the 'restricted'
circumference of the 27-kilometre
LEP tunnel means that supercon
ducting magnets are essential.
Dipoles are currently designed to
reach 8.65 T and are 13 m long, but
specification details are still chang
ing. Of the seven 10 m prototypes
ordered from industry, two have
already been delivered. Early tests
with the first are promising, having
exceeded 9.5 T after 15 training
quenches.
The electron-proton collider HERA
at DESY, Hamburg, is now ap
proaching its performance design
values. The luminosity is mainly
limited by the amount of stored beam
current in each of the two rings. The
electron accelerator, which runs
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routinely at 26 GeV, has a
multibunch threshold at 3 mA which
can be overcome by using transverse
feedback. More than 40 mA has
been achieved. The electron beam
also suffers from occasional periods
of short lifetime, which have been
tracked down to microparticles from
the sputter pumps being caught in
the path of the electron beam.
Lowering the high voltage on the
pumps has reduced this effect. The
beam current limit in the proton ring
is mainly due to persistent fields in
the superconducting dipoles at
injection energy. The difficulty is the
time varying nature of these fields
which makes compensation challeng
ing. Despite this more than 50 mA
has been achieved in 170 bunches.
Although CERN's LEP electronpositron collider has exceeded its
design specification in terms of
luminosity there are still areas where
the performance can be further
enhanced, explained Albert
Hofmann. One of the limitations is
the maximum amount of injected

beam current possible. This limit is
mainly due to the transverse mode
coupling instability. A higher synchro
tron frequency will improve this and
will become possible when the new
superconducting radiofrequency
system is installed. Another limitation
is the beam energy calibration,
fundamental for Z physics. The
energy is measured about every ten
days but changes faster than this.
Tidal effects have been accounted for,
but there is still some residual varia
tion. Although models exist for predict
ing this energy variation, accuracy will
be further improved with more fre
quent energy calibrations.
New peak luminosity records for
proton-antiproton collisions have
recently been set by the Tevatron at
Fermilab (thanks to magnet realign
ment - see page 42). Despite this
success, there are still ambitious
plans for increasing the luminosity
even further. The collider currently
operates at 900 GeV with six
bunches of each particle. The lumi
nosity is primarily limited by the
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A newcomer to the scene is the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility, ESRF, in
Grenoble, France, which has now attained its
design goals.

reached by means of very high beam
currents and many bunches. The
beam current in the accelerators are
planned to be between 1 and 3 A in
each ring. Such high currents lead to
instabilities that can only be solved
by longitudinal and transverse
feedback.
Photon Sources

ability to accelerate sufficient
antiprotons. Increasing the number of
bunches to 36 is expected to in
crease the luminosity by a factor of
ten. Also the cryogenic system is
currently being uprated so that the
main superconducting dipoles can be
run at a lower temperature enabling
the collider to run at 1 TeV.
High intensity machines
The conference featured a special
session on high intensity issues. The
broad definition of a high intensity
accelerator is one in which the beam
power exceeds 1 MW. In fact one
proposal has a beam power as high
as 500 MW! The applications for
these machines cover such diverse
areas as transmutation, satellite
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recharging and materials research.
One such machine is the European
Spallation Source (March, page 15),
to produce neutrons by smashing
protons of up to 3 GeV onto a heavy
metal target. The synchrotron will run
at 50 Hz with a beam power of 5
MW.
Although most of the intense
sources are proton- or ion-based
there are also plans for electron
accelerators. The B factory propos
als, of which two are funded (one at
SLAC and one at KEK in Japan), will
be used to study B physics in general
and CP violation in particular. The
factory is based upon colliding
electrons and positrons of different
energies (around 9 GeV and 3 GeV)
with a very high luminosity of 3 x
10 . Such luminosities will be
33

One of the highlights of the confer
ence was the series of reports from
the latest generation of low emittance
synchrotron radiation sources. No
fewer than four sources have been
commissioned since the previous
conference, two in Europe (the
European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility, ESRF, in Grenoble, and
ELETTRA in Trieste) one in the USA
(the Berkeley Advanced Light
Source, ALS) and one in the Far East
(SRRC, Taiwan), and all have been
commissioned with astounding ease.
In most cases beam has been
accumulated within days of switching
on, setting new standards for all
accelerators. Proposals for at least
four more national light sources in
Europe were also presented at the
conference.
ESRF in Grenoble has now reached
all its design goals despite running for
more than a year with one of its 224
sextupole magnets connected with
the wrong polarity! Almost double the
design current of 100 mA has been
reached and the beam lifetime of
more than 50 hours exceeds the
specification by more than six times.
An 8 MW uninterruptable power
supply is being installed to prevent
beam loss due to frequent mains dips
caused by lightening strikes.
The Italian ELETTRA light source
has been commissioned during the
last six months. Already more than
500 mA has been accumulated. The
injection linac is run at 1.1 GeV
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At the EPAC conference, UK Astronomer
Royal Arnold Wolfendale challenges accelera
tor specialists to attain energies already
available in cosmic rays.

although it has reached 1.25 GeV,
however since the ring operates at 2
GeV energy ramping is necessary.
Three undulators have been installed
and experiments have already
commenced.
A similar story is true of the two
latest non-European light sources. In
the US, the 1.5 GeV ALS now rou
tinely accumulates 400 mA with a
lifetime of about 10 hours. The beam
emittance has been estimated from
an undulator spectral pattern to be 5
nm rad, agreeing well with the
theoretical value. The overall operat
ing efficiency of the source during the
first four months of this year was over
90%. Taiwan's SRRC began com
missioning in February 1993 and has
since reached 450 mA, more than
double the 200 mA design value.
Rapid progress is being made in the
installation of undulators and beamlines so that experiments may begin.
As well as synchrotron radiation
sources, the Free Electron Laser is
also being used as a photon source.
There are now two of these operating
as full user facilities within Europe,
CLIO at Orsay, France, and FELIX,
Nieuwegein, the Netherlands, and
three more are either funded or
proposed. These sources provide
continuously tunable infrared wave
lengths that are not available from
conventional lasers.
Nuclear Physics
The VIVITRON in Strasbourg is
now one of three electrostatic accel
erators that operate with a terminal
voltage of above 17 MV. Although
the machine has been designed to
go up to 35 MV it presently operates
at around 18 MV. The limitation on
higher voltages is due to the longitu
dinal insulating structure of the
machine. These problems are being
addressed with the use of a single
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stage 5 MV test generator.
Commissioning of the 4 GeV
recirculating electron linac, CEBAF,
is well under way even though the
facility is still not fully installed (see
page 42). The large accelerating
gradient of 8 MeV/m has been
reached with beam by the use of
superconducting cavities, comfort
ably exceeding the design specifica
tion of 5 MeV/m. In all, 338
radiofrequency cavities have been
installed and these depend upon one
of the world's largest cryogenic
systems to cool them to 2 K.

Wolfendale, brought the conference
'back down to Earth' with an enter
taining closing presentation on high
energy cosmic rays. The source of
these particles, mainly protons, is still
unclear though it now seems that
those of relatively low energy (10 to
10 eV) are galactic whereas those
of higher energy maybe extragalactic. The highest energy particle
so far observed is 3 x 10 eV
(March, page 17): 'beat that!'
Wolfendale challenged the audience.
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By Jim Clarke, Daresbury Labora
tory, UK

Industrial Links
The ever-strengthening links be
tween accelerator laboratories and
industry were highlighted during a
seminar on technology transfer
issues. In the past industrial firms
acquired new techniques and skills
when Laboratories passed on de
tailed specifications of novel devices
during procurement exercises.
However, in recent times the process
has been much more of a collabora
tive approach. There are several
successful examples of firms supply
ing complete accelerator systems
rather than isolated items. For
example in the UK, Oxford Instru
ments collaborated with Daresbury
Laboratory to supply and commission
the HELIOS X-ray source for IBM's
advanced lithography facility at East
Fishkill, New York State.
The UK Astronomer Royal, Arnold

Accelerator Prize
At the London EPAC meeting,
the inaugural European Physical
Society Interdivisional Group on
Accelerators 1994 European
Accelerator Prize was awarded to
Hakan Danared of Stockholm's
Manne Siegbahn Laboratory for
having proposed, demonstrated
and introduced a method that
significantly improves electron
cooling of ion beams, and to Igor
Syrachev of the Institute of Nu
clear Physics, Protvino, Russia for
his work in demonstrating efficient
radiofrequency pulse compres
sion, satisfying the very high peak
power requirements of high
gradient accelerator structures.
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